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Product ref: GOPC4

Gopak 4ft Round Folding
Tables

From: £226

Quantity Price

1 - 4 £266

5 - 9 £253

10 - 19 £239

20 - £226

Description

Folds flat for storage
Strong and robust
Available in six heights
Ideal for all age groups - from pre-school to adult

Featuring the simple and effective Posi-Lock folding mechanism, these robust Round tables can be folded down
with ease, enabling your space to be cleared with the minimum of effort. Once folded, they are easy to manoeuvre
by either rolling on the sturdy aluminium edge or can be carried using the leg stay as a convenient hand hold. The
4ft diameter table is available in six heights to suit all age groups, and is ideal for pre-school groups where round
table are a favourite, or for meetings and social gatherings in an adult height. Available in a wide choice of wipe-
clean laminates enables the table to be used with or without a table covering.
Click here to view a demonstrative video on how best to fold your Gopak folding table.
All Gopak folding tables and stacking benches are manufactured to BS EN 9001:2000 for Quality
Assurance. In the unlikely event of a defective product being received, and if the problem is specifically related to
faulty materials or workmanship, it will either be repaired or replaced, depending on the nature of the defect found.
This five-year guarantee, assumes that the product has only been subjected to normal use. Our commitment to
quality is taken into account when choosing products to complement our own range of furniture. All chairs,
stacking tables and desks are supplied by reputable manufacturers and have been carefully selected, to provide

items that offer our customers value for money. 
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Additional information

Weight: 20kg
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Length: 1220mm
Height: 508-760mm

Optional Extras

Height: 508mm(+£), 546mm(+£), 584mm(+£), 635mm(+£), 698mm(+£), 760mm(+£)
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